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Introduction:  
Britain in Crisis

Thursday 6 May 2010, 10.00 p.m.
The polling stations have closed at the end of an epic, rollercoaster 
general election campaign. None of the three principal parties have 
seized a decisive advantage; none have fallen by the wayside either. 
Almost all outcomes remain possible. As the process of counting the 
ballot papers begins, the only certainty is that nothing is certain.

Britain is looking into an economic abyss. Our country has endured 
the worst recession for generations. Our economic prospects are 
bleak. Unemployment has risen and is widely predicted to get worse. 
The government is running an unsustainable budget deficit, clock-
ing up an extra £430 million of debt every day. Across Europe, only 
Greece, being dragged helplessly into bankruptcy, is borrowing more 
as a proportion of their national income.

The economic panic elsewhere in Europe has not yet gripped Brit-
ain, but pessimism and anxiety are rife. Fears abound that we will 
struggle to deal with our burgeoning debt, forcing interest rates 
up to ruinous levels. The prospects for businesses and job creation 
appear desperate. The affordability of essential public services is in 
doubt. Expert criminologists, and some politicians, predict soaring 
rates of crime and the wider erosion of civic society.

Across the country, from town halls and municipal sports cen-
tres, the election results are filtering in. No clear picture is emerging. 
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Labour has suffered its second worst share of the vote since the 
introduction of universal suffrage, but is showing more resilience 
in its marginal held seats. The Liberal Democrat breakthrough has 
not materialised but nor has the party been substantially squeezed. 
The Conservatives are winning the most votes and the most seats, 
but are falling short in key battleground constituencies. As dawn 
breaks, political clarity remains elusive.

Friday 7 May 2010
Exhausted politicians and sleep deprived commentators are 
navigating the new and unfamiliar post-election landscape with-
out an up-to-date map. It has been thirty-six years since Britain  
had an inconclusive general election result. A full-blown coalition, 
now under active consideration, has not been tried in Britain since 
the exceptional circumstances of the Second World War. Our econ-
omy needs decisive attention and our country requires resolute 
leadership. For those of an unsteady disposition, it is an unnerv-
ing time. Only an exceptional, bold, imaginative and magnanimous 
political solution will be an adequate response to the magnitude of 
our collective national predicament.

The case against the Liberal Democrats in 2010 took two main forms.
The first was a matter of credibility. This problem has inevitably 

dogged the Liberal Democrats as decades in the political wilderness 
erased any collective memory of the party holding office. Success at 
other levels of politics, most particularly in local government, went 
some way to addressing this deficiency, but only some way.

Britain was seen as having two governing options: Labour or 
the Conservatives. To opt for the Liberal Democrats was seen by 
many as essentially abstaining from the responsibility of choos-
ing a national government. Thus a self-fulfilling prophecy was 
created: voters rejected the Liberal Democrats because the party 
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could not reasonably be expected to be in government. It was a 
‘wasted vote’.

The credibility barrier also featured another dimension. Many who 
conceded that the Liberal Democrats could plausibly enter govern-
ment, or were willing to vote for its candidates even without this 
expectation, entertained doubts as to whether the party really had 
the backbone to make big and tough decisions at the national level.

Damning the party with limited praise, voters would acknowledge 
the impressive track record of local Liberal Democrat councillors, 
before then asserting that these qualities would not translate to the 
national stage. The self-fulfilling prophecy was reinforced: the Liberal 
Democrats were deemed to not be cut out for national government 
but were denied the opportunity by their detractors to prove those 
very same detractors wrong.

These circumstances put the Liberal Democrats in an invidious 
position. All elections, rightly, involve politicians and journalists 
testing the strength of the different policy platforms. But the criti-
cism of the Liberal Democrats has taken a different form. The party 
has been ridiculed for the naivety of its policies by politicians wear-
ing the cloak of authority that government has bestowed upon them.

Thus, in 2010, Lord Mandelson, as part of a government that was 
presiding over a massive recession and a catastrophic budget deficit, 
still felt confident enough to belittle the Liberal Democrats, claim-
ing, ‘Their policies are a joke. They aren’t serious. Their policies are 
almost unfathomable and certainly unaffordable.’ A columnist writ-
ing in the Daily Telegraph in the immediate aftermath of the election 
also mined this seam, claiming of the Liberal Democrats that ‘their 
plans deserve to be put in the box labelled “fantasy” and no more 
talked about in polite society’.

Alternatively, assertions have been made about the dangerous 
recklessness of Liberal Democrat policies, without the party having 
an opportunity to demonstrate in government that the accusations 
made by their detractors were groundless.
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As an example of this full-on unsubstantiated charge, perhaps 
another columnist, also writing in the Daily Telegraph just days before 
the 2010 general election, provides a definitive illustration: ‘Clegg is 
beyond doubt the most left-wing major UK politician in a generation.’

The second case against the Liberal Democrats in 2010 was more 
particular to that general election, and was made with increased 
shrillness and hysteria as polling day approached. It concerned the 
perceived dangers of a hung parliament.

This outcome, caused by no party being able to persuade the elec-
torate of their suitability to govern alone, was routinely described 
as leading to a government that would inevitably be weak, unstable 
and discordant. It was conveniently overlooked that many major-
ity single-party governments of recent decades, particularly those 
of John Major and Gordon Brown, could objectively be said to pos-
sess those traits in abundance. Coalition government was widely 
thought to be incapable of being sustained for a whole parliament. 
It was even said to be inherently ‘un-British’.

Pillars of the status quo establishment lined up to give their 
authoritative thumbs down to a hung parliament with the possibil-
ity of coalition government. Peter Hargreaves of financial advisers 
Hargreaves Lansdown said: ‘A hung parliament will be the worst 
possible result for our economy. It could trigger a similar situation 
to the 1970s, when the government was eventually forced to go to 
the International Monetary Fund for a loan.’ Savills, an upmarket 
estate agency, said: ‘The worst outcome for the housing market would 
be a hung parliament.’

David Frost, director general of the British Chambers of Com-
merce, said: ‘Businesses are right to be wary about the prospect  
of a hung parliament.’ General Sir Richard Dannatt, former Chief of 
the Defence Staff, warned against the election ‘producing no clear 
answer’, adding, ‘We owe it to … our servicemen and women to do 
better.’

The Centre for Business and Economic Research was extremely 
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confident in its predictions, claiming that a hung parliament could 
cost consumers as much as £5,000 a year, interest rates could rise 
seven-fold to 3.5 per cent, the pound could fall and financial markets 
could go into ‘full-scale crisis’.

Many newspapers and media commentators shared this analysis. 
The Daily Mail said: ‘Britain needs an outright winner in this elec-
tion – not the disaster and uncertainty of a hung parliament.’ The 
Daily Telegraph expressed anxiety that a coalition government ‘could 
cut the value of pensions, push up mortgage rates and generally 
endanger recovery’. A historian writing for the Daily Mail provided 
a fuller context, writing under a headline on the eve of poll which 
read: ‘Paralysed Britain: the last time we had a hung parliament … 
and the chilling parallels with today.’

Perhaps most extraordinary was a mock election broadcast, pro-
duced by the Conservatives, on behalf of the ‘Hung Parliament Party’. 
The spoof party would, it was claimed, guarantee ‘indecision and 
weak government’, ‘disastrous’ hikes in interest rates and would 
‘paralyse’ Britain. The broadcast also featured a picture of Gordon 
Brown standing in Downing Street with the message: ‘This is what 
a hung parliament looks like.’

The supposed consequences of a hung parliament were thus pre-
sented to voters as having two features: an apocalyptic impact on 
the economy and the inevitability of a Labour–Liberal Democrat 
coalition with Gordon Brown remaining as Prime Minister. It was 
asserted without equivocation by many Conservatives during the 
2010 general election campaign that the Liberal Democrats would 
automatically default to a coalition with Labour.

This supposed underlying preference was still being held up as the 
default option long after the general election polling day. Writing in 
the Daily Mail on 12 May 2010, one senior political commentator said:

Now Clegg is entering into a conspiracy with Labour to steal from the Brit-

ish people their choice – and impose another unelected Prime Minister 
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in a backstairs stitch-up. ‘Vote Clegg and get Brown’ were the taunts in 

the election run-up. Now it seems that mantra should have been ‘Vote 

Clegg and get Miliband’. Until Clegg’s act of betrayal, there seemed every 

chance that the Tories and the Lib Dems could get together … now that 

is out of the question.

In the same newspaper, on the following day, responding to the 
formation of a Conservative–Liberal Democrat coalition, another 
commentator, Max Hastings, was among the first of many observ-
ers to predict an early demise for the newly constituted government, 
requiring another general election ‘almost certainly within a year’.

2014: The coalition government enters the final year 
of its five-year agreement 
There have been inevitable disagreements, although often within 
parties as much as between them. The government has benefited 
from a high degree of stability. Margaret Thatcher was driven from 
office after a revolt by her own Chancellor and Deputy Prime Min-
ister. John Major was forced to resign as leader of his party in an 
ultimately unsuccessful attempt to flush out internal critics of his 
premiership. Tony Blair, despite giving Labour an unparalleled 
stretch in government, was forced from office by the allies of his 
own Chancellor. Gordon Brown survived against a constant back-
drop of conspiracy, plots and Cabinet-level resignations. The 2010 
coalition government, by comparison, has been a model of calm 
and harmony.

Most importantly, the deep economic darkness of 2010 has been 
dispelled. More needs to be achieved, but the progress made is 
beyond dispute. The budget deficit has been significantly reduced. 
Interest rates have remained low for years, and when they are 
increased it will be in response to economic success, not a panic 
reaction to economic failure. More people are in work than ever 
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before, confounding predictions that unemployment would rise. 
Taxes have been cut for millions of people earning typical incomes. 
The economy is growing more strongly than in other comparable 
Western countries.

The Liberal Democrats have been on a remarkable journey. Brit-
ain has been on a remarkable journey.


